President: Dr. Daniel Nalliah & his wife Maryse

Dr. Daniel Nalliah who is originally from Sri Lanka, has also lived and worked in Saudi Arabia with his wife and children. He is a law reformer and a prominent human rights advocate, who was instrumental in securing a Royal Decree from King Fahd in order for Arab Christians and other non-Muslims to practice their religion in their own homes, free from the risk of arrest, imprisonment or possible beheading. Then in 1998 Dr. Nalliah convinced the US Congress and the Clinton Administration to pass the US Freedom and Religious Persecution Act.

From 2002 to 2007, Daniel Nalliah fought a 5 year court battle with the Islamic Council of Victoria for Freedom of Speech. The Islamic Council who sued him for religious vilification, finally lost the case at the Supreme Court in 2007. Dr. Nalliah had successfully won this landmark Australian legal battle, a victory for freedom of speech for all Australians. This effectively set a precedent worldwide for all such religious vilification intolerance cases. For this Dr. Daniel Nalliah was officially recognized and thanked by the former Prime Minister of Australia, John Howard in his Canberra office.

Rise Up Australia Party ……
believes in the rights and freedoms of all people; we will fight to protect the people, the land, the values, traditions, heritage and way of life that are the foundations upon which our nation Australia is built. The Party has contested by-elections, 2 Federal Elections (2013 and 2016), and the Victorian State Election in 2014. We are pleased to attest to having increased our vote percentage significantly by each election year. In the 2016 Federal Election, with less than half the candidates, we more than doubled our percentage nationally compared to the 2013 election. In Victoria we increased our vote percentage up to eight times what it was in 2013. In some Electorates, our Party achieved up to 9% of the vote. While we have yet to attain a seat in Parliament we have managed to influence the Federal Government in abandoning the Immigration and Multicultural Affairs portfolio for a more appropriate Immigration and Boarder Protection portfolio. We have also influenced the government on adoption laws and Freedom of Speech. In Victoria we were instrumental in preventing bans on Christian materials, literature and music in public Schools.

Thank You, Rise Up
**Key Policies:** Our aim is to keep Australia great, to oppose Multi-Culturalism, yet support a ...  

**Multi-Ethnic Australia** where we celebrate many ethnicities while uniting all with ‘one culture’.  

**Why oppose Multi-Culturalism?** The key reason is because of some extreme cultural differences like child marriage, as well as multiple wives and female genital mutilation, which breaches Australian law, but is commonly seen in Islam, which stands for more than religion but also culture and Sharia law. Europe is a prime example of the negative effects of Multi-Culturalism, as mentioned by some of their leaders: German Chancellor Angela Merkel said Germany’s attempt to create a Multi-Cultural society had failed completely. Britain’s former Prime Minister David Cameron denounced Multi-Culturalism saying: “We have encouraged different cultures to live separate lives, apart from each other and apart from the mainstream. We have failed to provide a vision of society to which they feel they want to belong. We’ve even tolerated these segregated communities behaving in ways that run completely counter to our values.” France’s Nicolas Sarkozy and Spain’s former leader Jose Maria Aznar have agreed with Cameron and Merkel stating, “Multi-Culturalism had failed”. Rather than uniting a country under one flag, it has had the complete opposite effect. Multi-Culturalism has actually divided their nations, allowing Muslim groups to build enclaves within their countries called Islamic Sharia zones, which are ‘no-go’ zones for non-Muslims.

- **No Sharia Law:** Rise Up Australia Party [RUAP] is wholly committed to passing legislation that will block any attempt to implement Islamic Sharia law into Australia. Sharia law is incompatible with our democracy and, in particular, curtails the civil rights and freedom of women.

Although Rise Up Australia believes in welcoming all people, we do not have to legislate the laws or embrace the ideologies of their homelands. Islamic law and ideology is primarily based on the Koran, with it’s cruel inequality of women, promotion of violence, and intolerance toward non-Muslims, which is incompatible with Australian way of life. We acknowledge that there are many peace-loving Muslims who have left their countries of origin and come to Australia seeking a better life. We welcome them to join together with us in the fight to eradicate Fundamental Islam. We stand for our right for Freedom of Speech and upon our Judeo-Christian foundation, which includes the 1215 Magna Carta and the 1688 Bill of Rights.

- **Immigration Policy:** We support immigration! ....  

As immigration is an important part of the Australian story, Rise Up Australia will continue to support migration while considering ongoing cultural, funding and infrastructural challenges. Immigrants should embody respect for Australian culture, comply with Australian laws, and integrate into the Australian way of life, while at the same time, be free to celebrate their unique heritage. RUAP will restrict, even stop migration from countries that are proving to be of a national security or terror risk.

- **Economic policy:** RUAP believes Australia and its people should be the first beneficiaries of the economy, which includes, but is not limited to: 1. The restoration and reinvigoration of local Australian manufacturing; 2. job creation; 3. full-time employment and fair wages; 4. regional employment and support to a central role in the public transport system.

  - **Tax Reform:** 1. Dismantle the current tax system and replace all existing taxes with a much simpler system. 2. Impose import taxes, some export tax and tariffs, replace and reduce 10% GST with a 5% Goods & Consumables tax, introduce a 2% Debit tax, which forces big business to pay their fair share of duties and reduces the cartel influence. 3. This new tax system will dismantle unjust taxation, levies, duties, charges and impost of the family home, farms and businesses. 4. We defend the rights and entitlements of the private sector and believe that people are entitled to reap the benefits of their hard work and ingenuity. 5. No more GST, Income and Payroll tax; over 100 taxes will go.

  - **Banking:** Rise Up Australia wants to protect citizens’ personal deposits by requiring that investment banking is kept separate from commercial banking as in the Glass-Steagall Act of 1934 in the United States. We oppose Sharia Finance.

  - **Employment:** Establish full employment by implementing our JobLink program. This program: 1. Secures employment for all able persons through training, employer contracts and government subsidies. 2. Links the unemployed to real employment prospects, creates jobs and assists employers. 3. Encourage private sector jobs in industries such as Tourism, Co-tourism, Abattoirs, Timber Mills and Farming.

  - **Assist the Retail Industry:** We plan to limit the dealings of powerful monopolies which seek to destroy small business, create equitable business landscapes, and avoid interactions with the UN international monetary fund.

  - **Minimum of 51% Australian Ownership:** of land and infrastructure: In particular RUAP aims to prevent the sale to foreign entities of crucial food sources, ie. agricultural, dairy and prime grazing land, also essential service, and infrastructure which includes sea ports and utilities.

  - **Farming:** Support Australian farmers and producers, by: 1. Minimising competing imports of fresh produce. 2. Introduce tariffs on all imports of commodities, in particular meat and food products, textiles and live animals. 3. Introduce legislation that will benefit supermarkets who purchase Australian grown or made, and put an annual cap on overseas purchases. 4. Full free access, no water trades or rights for water on your own property or flowing through your property. 5. A full inquiry into the National Water Commission and Australian water markets; 6. A full investigation into the Herbicide and Pesticide industries.

  - **GMO Foods:** 1. Seeds, plants and animals should remain genetically unaltered. 2. RUAP will pursue curtailing the marketing of GMO foods.

  - **Protect Freedom of Speech:** Revoke 18 C law.

  - **Keep Australia Debt Free:** Prioritize to pay off the national debt; remain debt free by operating from a budget surplus.

  - **Immunisation:** Government benefits remain for parents who decide not to immunize their child/children.

  - **Increased Transport Efficiencies:** Safer trains, reduce rail crossings, a public transport service that connects outer suburbs and across city travel. Increase public transport to rural areas. Fast trains between major cities and their airports.

  - **Government Integrity:** Stop government & shadow governments special interest subsidies and ‘black budget’ operations.

  - **School Curriculums:** Include early Australian history to present time; history of Western civilization and Judeo Christian heritage.

  - **Honouring the Traditional Custodians of Our and Land:** Advancing Australia together in unity.

  - **Reduce Domestic Violence:** Address root causes of violence; work with professionals to minimise emotional and physical abuse escalation, particularly in the home.

  - **Mature Age Australians:** RUAP pays tribute to all Australians in the ‘over 50’s’ category and we recognise their significant contribution in building this nation. Our policies consider all impacts on Aged Pensioners, including a truer reflection of their average living costs. Age pensions should be equal to or greater than, new migrant and refugee bene-fits. Super and self-managed super fund incentives. Governments to enable access to our Super account funds after age 55*. *(conditions apply)

For further information on our party policies visit: www.riseupaustraliaparty.com

We thank you for taking the time to read this brochure and hope that it has been helpful learning more about us. Sincerely, The RUAP Team